How To Memorise Qur’an - Summarised

Things You’ll Need:

1) Mus’haf Tajweed or Mus’haf Madinah
2) Smartphone
3) Quite Room

Start memorising from Surah An-Nas (114) To Surah Qaf (50), going backwards. Always listen to the verses by a proficient reciter before memorising as this helps you memorise correctly.

Sheikh Shuraim’s recitation is easy to follow:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXKlKJ8jPhjASIDooFeoxe1sp37dttgbh

It’s important to read the translation of the verses you’re memorising; this helps you memorise efficiently. Use the ‘Muhsin Khan’ translation of the Qur’an, as this is the most reliable:
https://quran.com/114

____________________________________________________________________________

Step 1: Listen to the verse you want to memorise then read the translation.

Step 2: Read the verse 15-20 times while looking at the Qur’an.

Step 3: Now recite the verse from memory 15-20 times without looking at the Qur’an.

Step 4: Listen to the next verse, read the translation, read the verse while looking at the Qur’an 15-20 times; then recite the verse from memory 15-20 times without looking at the Qur’an.

Step 5: Now listen to both verses, read both verses together 15-20 times while looking at the Qur’an; then recite both verses together from memory 15-20 without looking at the Qur’an. Your memorisation session should be around 30-40 minutes every day.

Step 6: Repeat this process until you achieve your desired number of verses. If you’re a beginner, it’s recommended to begin with 2-4 verses a day. Consistency is the key.

____________________________________________________________________________

Tips On How To Memorise The Qur’an:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXKlKJ8jPhjCEsno8H3p2GOYXw295fJH0

Listen To The Tafseer Of The Surah’s You’re Memorising In Order To Understand Them:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXKlKJ8jPhjDAU6nek4wWKmyS1A8LKokr

Revision Tip - Revise everything you’ve memorised by recording yourself reciting those verses/surah’s then playing that recording & following the Qur’an to see if it’s correct. Use the Surah’s you’ve memorised in your Sunnah Salaah, especially in Witr/Tahajjud.